Design of a Grid workflow for a climate application
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Abstract
Grid applications can be modeled as a composition of
rather independent tasks. There are two approaches to define such a workflow either by combining multiple applications to build a more complex functionality or by splitting
up an existing application. In this paper we analyze the latter process. We present a compute intensive application for
climatology simulation and the options available to split it
up. Using the simulation mode of our Grid broker, we were
able to compare the different workflow specifications before
actually executing the workflows. This case study showed,
using finer grained workflows–which usually need more adjustments to the software–allows better performance in the
Grid.

1. Introduction
Grid technology enables users located at different sites
to get a unified access to various resources even across organizational borders. By aggregating a number of compute
resources, Grid technology can be used to execute complex
applications and deliver their results in less time. Additionally, the Grid can also manage other types of resources
reaching from computers, storage space, and network capacity up to access to databases or scientific instruments.
In order to map complex applications on multiple resources, the applications are modeled as a composition of
functional components that assemble a workflow [9]. Usually, each component of the workflow defines a part of the
application to be executed on a single resource, which could
also be a parallel computer. Furthermore, the workflow de-

fines all dependencies between these components, e.g., output files needed as input for the following steps. Workflows
can be used to couple applications, like using some simulation software together with a 3D renderer or some statistic analysis toolbox. In this case, the components are already defined and the dependencies are naturally given by
the composition.
Porting a single existing application into a Grid workflow means to identify parts, which are rather independent,
and the dependencies between them. There are usually multiple Grid workflow specifications for the same application,
resulting in different performance in the Grid and different
effort for porting and introducing additional communication
interfaces.
Concerning this, simulation is an attractive approach to
evaluate a workflow before actually executing it on a real
Grid or starting to port the application. Virtual Resource
Manager (VRM) [1, 3] is a Grid broker that features a mode
which allows simulating the scheduling and execution of
Grid workflows in a Grid. The Grid model can be derived
from a real world installation or a synthetic setup.
In this work, we used the VRM simulation mode to evaluate two different workflow specifications that compute the
climate for a specific region in South Brazil. The meteorological forecast model chosen is the BRAMS which includes parameterizations for tropical regions [20]. We profiled this application, identified the key components and organized it as a Grid workflow. The Grid model used reflects
the organization and the features of our transatlantic Grid
that joins resources located in Brazil and Germany. The
simulation evaluation indicates the best strategy to be used
to actually run the climatology application on the real Grid
avoid the cost of performing real executions. This paper de-

scribes the climatologic application, our workflow and Grid
models and experimental results.
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Numerical weather forecasts predict the atmospheric behavior by using physical models. These models are comprised of a set of partial differential equations describing
the fluid dynamical behavior of the atmosphere. Applying a
time integration scheme on these differential equations, the
state of the atmosphere in the future is determined based on
an initial state. Typically, this procedure is performed in a
series of steps, each one advancing the state of the atmosphere representation by a fixed amount of time.
However, the time integration scheme cannot be applied
for a long period of time. As Lorenz [14] observed, the time
integration of the atmospheric model amplifies any incompleteness of initial condition as well as the imperfections of
the model. Thus, a day-to-day forecast is useful only for a
few days.
The atmospheric behavior in some regions is much more
influenced by other factors. For instance, in [18] is pointed
out that tropical flow patterns and rainfall are strongly determined by the sea-surface temperature underlying a region.
Thus, for these regions it is possible to perform longer term
forecasts.
This observation provides the scientific basis for longterm forecasts. But, even though it is possible to execute the
model for a long period, usually systematic tendency in the
model lead to biased results. In order to minimize this bias,
a subtraction operation is taken between the forecast itself
and a monthly average of the forecast over a set of years in
the past. This set of averages is called the climate normal
and the forecast is presented as the subtracting result, called
anomaly [10].
The amount of work needed to produce the climate normal depends basically on how many years are averaged, the
spatial dimensions of the forecast and how many ensembles
(members) are averaged. A common practice is to obtain
the average for up to 30 consecutive years [16], that represents a very long execution of the model. The dimension
of the simulation is determined by the employed model. A
much known model classification is based upon its horizontal domain - global models (entire world) and regional models (a limited area of the world). Besides the monthly average, the climate normal typically includes averages among
some ensembles, which are the execution of the model with
different initial conditions. This is done to improve the representativeness of the results.
In this work, we consider the climate normal production for a region in Brazil using the BRAMS model [20].
BRAMS means Brazilian Regional Meteorological System
and is a model derived from RAMS that includes tropical
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Figure 1. Hierarchical Administrative Domain
Structure

parameterizations. This model receives as input a lower
resolution data from another meteorological model and produces a higher resolution output for a specific region. Since
the climatology is a very time consuming activity and involves large amounts of data, grid computing can be applied
to produce the climate normal in less time.

3. Virtual Resource Manager - VRM
The Grid setup in this work is managed by the Virtual Resource Manager (VRM) [1]. The VRM architecture focuses
on support for QoS by service level agreements (SLA).
Therefore, the allocation and admission of jobs have to be
guaranteed right at the submission time.
Using advance reservation in contrast to the classical
queuing approach, for each job the actual start – and therefore also end time – as well as resource allocation is fixed
at submission time. Later arriving reservations are planned
to not overlap with the already admitted. Advance reservation is used in the Grid broker and within the local resource
management systems. Nonetheless, the VRM is also capable to integrate a resource manager without advance reservation [2].
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the VRM. The Administrative Domain Controller (ADC) constitutes the central management component of the VRM architecture. The
ADC is responsible for establishing the Administrative Domains (AD) which consist of a number of underlying local resources and their local Resource Management Systems
(RMS). These management systems may control arbitrary
types of resources, e.g., cluster systems, parallel computers
or networks and are connected to the ADC by Active Interfaces.
Using elaborated reservation protocols [17] and scheduling algorithms [7, 4], VRM is able to provide an SLA without requiring the local resource provider to give up their
autonomy [2]. By sending only specific requests to the resources, the central ADC will never get a complete view

on the local schedules. Therefore, the actual utilization and
usage profile of the participating sites is hidden.

ally in a specific order into a single workflow. Both applications of the Grid workflow concept result in a more efficient
usage of the Grid.

3.1. Simulation Mode

4. Related Work
VRM usually serves as a Grid management system and
is itself object to investigations of performance behavior in
real world configurations using test bed installations - like
the Brazilian-German Grid analyzed in this paper. The advantage of our VRM Grid management infrastructure, on
the other hand, is the ability to be also use in a simulationbased environment. In the simulation mode, the infrastructure is steered by a discrete event framework, but uses the
same code base as in the real VRM mode.
By running the VRM in simulation mode the Grid management system is able to support a large spectrum of different configurations from simple organization-based installations to worldwide Grid scenarios. In addition, the VRM
Grid management infrastructure is able to integrate simulated resources as well as real resources. Such kind of mixture between simulation and real world instances can easily
implement huge Grid infrastructures by simulating lots of
resources and local resource management systems as well
as the associated active interfaces. This simulation environment can be connected to resources, such as cluster systems
building the existing test bed. On the other hand the simulation of the VRM framework on the whole can overcome
limitations coming with real world Grid instances, such as
limited amount of resources and long runtime, as the simulation implemented as discrete event simulation provide
time reduction in case no simulation events are present.
The environment used to investigate the performance of the
novel Grid reservation protocol is based on our VRM framework using the simulation mode.

3.2. Grid workflows
VRM supports Grid workflows, i.e., the reservation can
consist of any number of sub-tasks. Giving just a general deadline and the dependencies between the sub-tasks,
the user gives the Grid scheduler the freedom to place the
sub-tasks on any matching resource. Dependencies usually
arise, if a task needs the output of another task as input. In
order to not delay the actual start of each task, the user can
provide additional information about the data size. VRM
will take care to schedule the succeeding tasks late enough
to have all input data ready. If a managed network is available, it even reserve the necessary bandwidth to guarantee
this.
Grid workflows enable the user to define specific points
within one’s application, where the application can be split
on multiple resources. On the other hand, the user can combine multiple applications he otherwise would start manu-

Advance reservation is an important allocation strategy
that provides simple means for reliable planning and coallocation of heterogeneous resources. Besides flexible
support for co-allocations, advance reservations also have
other advantages such as an increased admission probability
when reserving sufficiently early and reliable planning for
users and operators. In contrast to the independent usage of
several different resources, where also queuing approaches
are conceivable, advance reservations have a particular advantage when time-dependent co-allocation is necessary.
Advance reservation support has been proposed for several
management systems for distributed and parallel computing [1, 11, 19]. In [1], advance reservations have been identified as being essential for a number of higher level services
such as the support of SLA.
Complex applications requiring multiple resources are
becoming a major application of the Grid [15]. Such Grid
workflows increase the complexity of the allocation process
and efficient scheduling and allocation schemes have to be
developed.
To declare the composition of workflows a number of description languages have been proposed. Some of them are
based on well known languages for behavior modeling, like
petri nets, e.g., used in the Fraunhofer Resource Grid [12].
Another approach is used for the Grid service flow language
(GSFL) by adopting concepts from the web service composition domain [13].
The GRAAP working group of the Global Grid Forum
(GGF) works on a specification for modeling of service
level agreements [6]. The specification does not provide any
means to describe Grid workflows, but it introduces techniques to define multiple Grid jobs in a single agreement,
which can be extended to a workflow description.
The architectures proposed for Grid workflow handling
are usually composed of a user tool and the workflow execution engine. In order to specify the workflow, the user tool
composes the sub-tasks. The user tool also calls the execution engine which controls the execution of the workflow
within the Grid [21, 12, 5]. In some architectures there are
additional layers to enhance the workflows, e.g., by splitting
up abstract tasks into concrete sub-workflows [12].
The workflow execution engine is usually realized as a
central instance that interacts within the Grid. In some cases
the used Grid resources exchange the input and output data
directly, but even then there is an additional central instance
coordinating the control flow [13]. In the GridFlow architecture [5] multiple execution engines are used, but the con-

trol flow of a workflow is always handled by the same system.
While the development of a workflow-enabled Grid
scheduler is a current research topic, details about how scientific workflows will actually look like are mostly unclear.
Deelmann et.al. [8] describes a number of Grid workflow
setups from astronomy, biology and physics. Because of
the number of examples, the descriptions are rather briefly
and don’t show the exact profile of the referred applications.
The formerly mentioned publications on workflow scheduling usually also include a briefly described example of a
Grid workflow.

5. BRAMS Application and Workflow
In this section we follow the steps to port the BRAMS
application into a Grid workflow. First we analyze the application and identify its basic building blocks. Based on
this, we propose two alternative Grid workflow models representing the BRAMS application.

5.1. BRAMS Application
BRAMS [20] is a meteorological model software widely
used in Brazil for weather and climate forecasts. As it uses
a regional model approach, first a particular region has to be
selected for simulation. For the selected region, a set of regularly spaced points is defined to form a grid overlay. Each
of these points is then used as the discretized representation
of the atmosphere in its surrounding. Increasing the number
of points leads to a smaller area represented by each point
and thus to a higher resolution. Using multiple nested overlay grids at the same time helps to get detailed results for a
sub region.
Basically, within an execution of BRAMS four phases
can be identified:
• The first phase is the definition of surface characteristics for all points of the grid overlay based on some
more general model of the region. For each selected
grid overlay a surface file is created.
• In the second phase an objective analysis is performed.
This analysis results in variable initialization files. The
number of files depends on the duration of the forecast
and the selected grid overlay.
• The core of the simulation is the third phase. In this
phase a part of the time is simulated, e.g., a month.
The simulation produces the forecast for the specified
period. Based on this forecast the new state of the soil
and atmosphere model can be derived, which is used as
the input to simulate the next period. Statistics about
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Figure 2. Computational time, input and output data for each BRAMS Phase

the simulated time period like the amount of rain can
also be derived from this forecast.
This phase is the most compute intensive. It can be
executed in parallel in an MPI environment or sequentially in a single machine.
• The fourth phase is for data post processing. It receives
data from the third phase and produces visual and textual summaries for each simulated time period, which
than will be analyzed by the climatologists.
These four phases are executed in both weather and climate forecasts. However, the climate forecast requires a
much longer execution. In this work, we are considering
two nested grid overlays over South Brazil. The first one
has 30 × 28 × 27 grid points and 160 km of horizontal resolution. In the inner region a finer second grid overlay with
30 × 30 × 27 points and 40 km of horizontal resolution is
used.
Figure 2 gives an overview on the execution times and
amount of data transfered between phases for a single 1
month forecast. For a climatologic analysis, a number of
months – up to 30 years – is simulated, each requiring an
execution of each of these four phases. Furthermore, in climatology multiple forecasts with varying input values and
model parameters are computed and compared. Therefore,
the required resources can exceed the resources available
in many forecast centers. A solution for this problem is
spreading the execution in the Grid.

5.2. Workflows
To distribute the computational work, a simple approach
would just take each forecast as an atomic unit. But this

would mean to get a cooperation partner in the Grid to spend
its resources for a long time only to execute this forecast and
maybe delaying local jobs.
In order to get a higher acceptance, the work must be
split in smaller units. As written before, one way to get a
Grid workflow is to combine existing applications such that
they generate a higher level output without further interaction and the other is to split a long running application in
smaller pieces.
The description in the previous section with the well defined phases is the result of the first step, i.e., identifying
the core working units within the application. In the second step a Grid workflow designer has to identify the parts
which can be split or which should be better executed on the
same site, e.g., due to communication constraints. Some of
the parts, which have been identified as rather independent
from the logic view, share a lot of internal data structures
and program code and can only be split with a lot of additional programming work or even unnecessary recalculations during runtime due to missing data.
In our case with the BRAMS application, the third phase
is already provided as a separate application, either as an
MPI application or a single threaded one. A straightforward
splitting is to execute all preparing steps (phases 1 and 2)
on the user’s site, submit a job for simulating each month to
the Grid (phase 3) and collect all results for post processing
(phase 4) back at the user’s site. Figure 3 shows a workflow
based on this concept.
This approach is often employed to make use of the Grid.
The benefit for the user is that only minor adjustments to
the program are necessary. However, a lot of processing is
required on the user’s site.
As Figure 2 shows, the amount of data forwarded from
the first phase to the second is rather big, which, due to
networking constraints usually found in grid environments,
indicates that this workflow should provide the best performance. Nevertheless, we modeled a second workflow,
where all phases are treated as a single job and therefore
may be executed on any site in the Grid. This workflow is
shown in Figure 4. The main advantage of this workflow is
the decentralizing approach, since each Phase 1 and Phase
2 can be assigned to any Grid resource - including the local resources made available in the Grid. Although this idea
avoids a processing bottleneck, it has a drawback of much
more network communication.
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Figure 3. Workflow 1: The first and second
phase as well as the last phase is computed
at the submitters site and only the compute
intensive third phase is executed in the Grid.
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6. Simulation and Results
In this work we used VRM to evaluate the two workflow
approaches in order to identify the most efficient one. We
defined a model of the Brazilian-German Grid our groups
maintain and using this model we were able to simulate
multiple months of Grid usage using a variable workload. In

Figure 4. Workflow 2: All parts can be executed on any Grid node including the ones at
the submitters site.
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Figure 5. The German-Brazilian Grid setup
which was the base for the simulations.

this section we give an overview of our Brazilian-German
Grid architecture, describe how we set up the simulation
and obtained the results.

6.1. Brazilian-German Grid
In order to experience the problems of an intercontinental Grid setup, our groups set up a small experimental Grid.
The Grid consists of 4 sites. Each site belongs to a different
organization and has a different local resource management
system.
Although the Grid resource management we use (VRM)
is also capable of managing network resources between the
sites, the sites are connect to the internet on a best-effort
basis. In order to enhance the scheduling decision, VRM
uses a virtual network with the measured average bandwidth
and latencies between sites. Because VRM uses advance
reservations to schedule the workflow in the Grid, it may
rather use a resource closer to the data producer that will
take a short time to be available than a resource on the other
side of the Atlantic which is available right away.
Figure 5 shows the grid setup. The network link between
the sites within the same city was measured to provide at
least 10 Mbit/s, while the intercontinental link only provides 1 Mbit/s. In the simulation all sites were assumed
to have homogenous processors and thus the same execution times for all jobs. This abstraction does not constitute
a restriction, since the focus of the simulation is to compare
workflows with different communication patterns. Heterogeneous computing resources only lead to a more complex
calculation of the execution time, and will trigger the same
decisions by the Grid resource management system.

6.2. Simulation and Evaluation Criteria
In order to simulate the usage of the Brazilian-German
Grid by climatologists, 1000 workflows for each BRAMS
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Figure 6. The rejection ratio for different load
situations. A low interarrival time yields to a
higher loaded Grid.

workflow model were generated. Each one of these executions corresponds to a single forecast setup. The size of the
executions varied between 12 month and 30 years forecasts
- resulting in execution times between hours and 8 days.
The interarrival time between the workflows was varied to
simulate different load situations. With a short interarrival
time, a large number of workflows have to be scheduled for
the same time frame, generating a high load.
VRM guarantees the availability of sufficient resources
during the admission of a workflow. Therefore, if it can’t
determine and reserve a possible schedule for a submitted
workflow, it will be rejected. The general goal is to reject
as less workflows as possible. The number of rejections per
submitted workflows (rejection ratio) is used to evaluate the
quality of the schedules and consequently the user experience.

6.3. Results
Using the simulation mode of VRM we were able to simulate months of Grid usage in different load situations.
As Figure 6 shows, if each part of the application is modeled within the workflow on its own (Workflow 2), the rejection ratio is reduced up to 3 percent points. Even in situations with a high load, VRM can use the fine-grained definition of the jobs to determine a valid schedule by placing all
parts on different sites, accepting more and longer lasting
file transfers.

7. Conclusion
Porting a scientific application in a Grid workflow is not
an easy task. There are a couple of decisions to be taken,
depending on the expected programming work and the gain
of splitting the application. Using a generated workload
of workflows and simulating their scheduling in a modeled

Grid can help the Grid workflow designer before porting the
application and without long runtimes.
By using VRM in simulation mode we were able to simulate the Brazilian-German Grid test bed and test which
workflow description suits best for this setup. We used
a widely used climatology application with different Grid
workflow descriptions. The simulations showed that giving
the scheduler more freedom by composing the workflow of
fine grained steps - even if they are likely to be computed
at the same site - results in a lower rejection rate. This result helped us find the best available workflow to execute
the BRAMS application on the real Grid.
Since VRM is a full featured Grid resource management
system and will be used to manage the Brazilian-German
Grid test bed, we strongly believe that the simulation results
presented in this paper will be reproduced in the real Grid
test bed. As future work we intend to reproduce our simulations in a real Grid and investigate how to further assist the
workflow generation process for Grid applications.
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